relaxed@lounge
Take your anticipation at its word and enjoy your island of well-being. In times of globalisation, the individual demands of employees have rapidly converged and in some cases even merged with each other.

Saphir is a true gem. No matter how important the task is, Saphir is always ready and able to take it on, thanks in no small part to the different model versions available. Whether brushed, polished, aluminium-coloured, black or white - it’s always a top-class companion.

Snare

Let yourself be captured by the comfort of the Snare. Whether as an armchair or two-seater Snare is a true beauty among lounge furniture. Its elegant curves attract all eyes.

Design by my-n-my

The design duo Inge Brünger-Mylus and Björn Mylius know how to turn their customers’ wishes and requirements into reality. Their developments live through their incredible individuality and quality.
Wherever Manhattan can unleash its elemental force and override tranquility, a new energy is released and peak performance ensues. After all, even in public spaces where life pulsates, the sound-absorbing HighBack makes discreet conversations and silent work possible. Different widths, back heights and countless upholstery options afford great flexibility.

Manhattan HighBack & HalfBack

Discretion 2.0

Manhattan HighBack affords every conversation a fashionable frame – and every open space a structure. Enveloped within the continuous high backrest, serious dialogues or concentrated working phases are screened off from the outside world.

Manhattan Wardrobe

This coat stand has plenty of hang-ups. But in this case that’s precisely what’s needed! The sturdy clothes rail can accommodate a large number of jackets and coats. The coat stand is modelled on the Manhattan HighBack, and as such also reflects the corporate design of your rooms.

Manhattan PlugOn

And that’s just as well. With the decorative magazine holder or the coat hook, you invite your guests discreetly to read while reading your leaflets or company newspapers and to take off your jacket.
FlexFive as a seating island system is only limited by the size of the room. Its five elements can be put together individually as single pieces or as a large chatting corner with or without a centre backrest. The Orgaelement is the ideal complement for the FlexFive modular seating landscape.

Design by my-n-my
Willfully chilled

Sedeo coffee table

Sedeo combines straight clean lines, soft round-ings and a crystal-clear function. Its top, the finish of which can be individually selected, appears to float in mid-air. As a result, the presence of the coffee table in the room is discreet and non-obtrusive.

FourtyTwo

When the working day is trying on the nerves, FourtyTwo sends the noise packing! This acoustically effective piece of lounge furniture keeps what’s been said to itself. Whether as a single armchair, two- or threeseater with low or high backrest.

Withdrawal to comfort

Who says that lounge areas and offices have to be dull, dreary places, lacking in cheer? The smart lounge FourtyTwo brings composure to any corner. This young-looking furniture combines form and function right through to its core, inviting visitors, staff and management to constructively laze about.
Wonderfully authentic

Kinzika L, M, S & Pouff

The Kinzika-family impresses with its shapely elegance and perfect seating comfort. The tasteful design not only invites you to relax, but also captivates you when you sit in it. The small flexible Kinzika Pouff stool supports the armchairs as a rocking, comfortable footrest.

Design by Carlo Bimbi

Carlo Bimbi

After Carlo Bimbi had gained his first experience in project planning in connection with industrial design, he concentrated on the industrial sector for furniture and everyday objects. His products can be seen all over the world, for example at the MOMA in New York.

TableToe

Simple form, high style - TableToe is a side table with minimalist beauty. The signature of the designer is unmistakable. The combination of oak and steel also characterizes TableToe, which can be used in a variety of ways.

Design by eigenart Designstudio

Favourite place to relax

A cosy seating area in the office is not only a visual highlight - it also contributes to the well-being of the team. Lean back, take a deep breath, put your feet up and relax.
Round conversation

Is it a hat? Is it a UFO? No, it's One600! The round seating area amazes everyone. As a super eyecatcher the comfortable seating plateau attracts all of the attention. It's a great element of design for offices, shops and lounge areas.
Rooms
reinterpreted

Whether alone or in a group - Manhattan offers a high level of seating comfort as an armchair or sofa and a timeless urban design for any environment from the office and waiting area to the lounge. The entire family can be equipped with connections for modern means of communication and is thus always up to date.

Flexible
room solutions

A room becomes truly beautiful through its furnishings. Stylish seating, elegant facility furniture and decorative accessories make all four walls cozy and inviting, making you and your guests feel on top of the world.

OnCorner

If all your wishes have not yet been fulfilled, then the only thing missing is OnCorner for your lounge and office spaces. In two sizes, two types of top and with a black, white or stainless steel polished frame, the light and airy table fits into any ambience and meets high demands.
The Blogger modular sofa with black, white or chrome frame is available as a stool, armchair, sofa with or without armrest(s). With just a few a table element with optional built-in electrification can be integrated instead of a seat.

Design by eigenart Designstudio

The stylish, lightweight design of the Blogger coffee table defies the combination of solid oak and hard steel. The table not only captures the eyes of the people in the room, it also serves them excellently as an energetic helper.

Design by eigenart Designstudio

Straightforward design and versatile down to the last detail. The modular sofa Blogger breaks through all boundaries and meets the urban style. The individual seating or table elements rest on a sturdy yet fine metal frame that gives the Blogger balance and power. The coffee table fits seamlessly into the overall concept of the Blogger.

Design by eigenart Designstudio
Simply peppy
Rokker

Rokker is a rocking chair that could hardly be more purist. The reduced form brings a well-known design into the here and now. Only the knobs on the armrests are reminiscent of the classic model. The upholstery of the straight seat offers maximum seating comfort and blends perfectly with the white-oiled surface of the handcrafted oak frame. Rokker integrates into any interior thanks to its unagitated design language and can be complemented by the optional Hokker footrest.

Design by eigenart Designstudio

 TipToe

Always one foot in front of the other. TipToe is the ballerina among wardrobes. Filigree yet confident and stable, the fusion of steel and oak withstands the heavy load of many jackets and coats.

Design by eigenart Designstudio

SMV and the eigenart design studio of Fabian Fern and Jan-Peter Eicker are now linked by an intimate cooperation. They play with the style element of oak and thus bring forth creative innovations.
Organic shaped

Seating with style

Ibiza Stitch

With its dynamic sweep and the noble quilted seams in the back, Ibiza Stitch gives reception and waiting areas of all sizes a soothing nonchalance. As an armchair or sofa, it opens up optimal design possibilities for room planning.

Ibiza

Whether as a single armchair or sofa, with its high back Ibiza converts waiting time into holiday time. The fully upholstered seat and back affords you snug all-round support, allowing you to simply let yourself go.
Perfection through elegance

Santorin with its classically elegant design and various sizes and frame versions enables individual room solutions for flexible requirements. As flame-retardant furniture according to DIN 66084 Pa, it contributes to the well-being and safety of your employees and visitors.

Skilful precision

Harmonious structures lend the working environment the tranquillity that the eye needs. Straight-lined upholstered furniture supports this visual calm with its timeless design. Because you will notice with Santorin and Sedeo tranquility returns in many ways. Elegant and straightforward, the upholstered lounge seating and the suitable coffee table bring calming currents into any room. At the same time, they look good and create a lot of possibilities.

Santorin

Sedeo coffee table

Sedeo combines straight clean lines, soft round-ings and a crystal-clear function. Its top, the finish of which can be individually selected, appears to float in mid-air. As a result, the presence of the coffee table in the room is discreet and non-obtrusive.
Waves like in nature

Kahuna

Kahuna belongs everywhere where a feel-good atmosphere and quality of stay is important - for visitors, residents, customers, employees, patients... in public buildings and facilities, hospitals, fitness studios and in the physiotherapy sector, in lively offices, administrations, banks, libraries and much more.

Design by Sylvia Leydecker

Sylvia Leydecker

With her expertise, Sylvia Leydecker from 100%interior combines future-oriented interior design and conception, smart material know-how, brand thinking and healing environment to create groundbreaking projects. She develops successful furniture designs for the healthcare and office sectors.

One Toe

The indispensable part of any reception, office or bistro - the coat rack. The filigree coat One Toe stands despite their gentle appearance relentlessly the load of several jackets and coats stand. She is the perfect match.

Design by eigenart Designstudio
Flexible all around

Feeling safe and secure - the Xis-family makes it possible. The unique cut inspires new ideas and invites you to lean back and relax. Xis Wing and Xis Usual are a harmonious duo.

Xis Wing & Usual

The high-quality Xis Ottoman is a real team player. Whether as a spontaneous seat for small talk between colleagues or as a comfortable armchair addition for leg rest - this stool is an enrichment for every lounge.

Xis Ottoman

Vigo is offered as a static or swivel model. The lounge chair presents the perfect seating for upmarket, change-intensive room solutions. Its skid frame or star base are special highlights in Vigo’s life. The swivel star with its auto-return mechanism then ensures that you never overwork the swivel action and thereby risk losing your focus.

Vigo

The Ritz table series captivates with its fine appearance and strong stance. The small table with glass frame and round tabletop remains steadfast, even if its clear or satin glass top reveals the soft side of the Ritz.

Ritz No.2
Remarkably focused

Parallels

Parallels, with its tapered armrests and comfortable upholstery, adapts harmoniously to the person sitting on it. As an armchair, sofa and corner solution, it is steadfast at your side with its sled base or chrome-plated feet and excellent fire protection properties.

Funnel

Funnel is concentrating on the essential. Elegant and confidently the by 360 degrees rotatable armchair combines design and seating convenience. Its powerful and round foot made of brushed stainless steel caters to a safe standing at all times.
Bonny
A true treasure under the seating: Bonny pulls as a lounge chair, two- or three-seater every seated in his spell. The futuristic upholstered furniture sets its pretty curves by colored decorative stitching in the best scene.

Design by dietzproduktdesign

Charmingly homely

Great cuddling factor

Agg
Agg grants you plenty of scope for personal development. On the 360° revolving armchair with high backrest and wide firm seat, you’ll enjoy sitting as never before. The futuristic-looking design promises you a super-comfy eye-catcher. On this, Agg most definitely delivers!

Skiid
The coffee table Skiid appears to be well-nigh weightless. That’s why its strong chrome-plated frame is determined to keep it firmly on the ground. The smaller Skiid model likes nothing more than to get close to others, but not such that it makes itself unpopular. As a side table, it offers outstandingly good qualities. Skiid is available with different tops.

dietzproduktdesign
The East Westphalian design studio defines itself as trend scouts close to current trends and product designers close to the market. Numerous of their developments have received renowned awards in the industry.
Exactly right

Coccete

With its organic shape and 3D shell, Coccete nestles up against its owner. In four frame versions, the comfortable armchair fits perfectly as a solitaire or seating group in the hotel, executive room, reception or lobby.

Impressively present

Royal

Noble, charming, good looking – truly regal. Royal presents itself as a coffee and side table of distinction. Irrespective of whether with HPL full core table tops, clear or satin-finish or glass top, it is a real asset in any environment.
Once upon a time there was a classic furniture design, whose beauty was so enthralling that it was reborn in @Once. The seating in retro look is a wonderful eye-catcher in any office or reception area. Its spacious seat and reclined backrest are super-comfy and suited to any physique.

Strew cuts a fine figure as a stool or side table in any of the available sizes. The round piece of furniture with its extravagant design can be perfectly combined with other furniture thanks to its selectable cover.
Peace in abundance

90degree - the acoustically effective sofa is extremely flexible despite its size. Its corner, intermediate or organisational elements can be elements can always be rearranged and supplemented with others. The overall design makes 90degree a variable seating option in any room.

Design by my-n-my

Loud was yesterday

Enjoy open spaces without the stress of acoustics. The acoustically optimised lounge seating modules of the 90degree allow a variety of variable solutions in all areas. The sound-absorbing properties always ensure a relaxed conversational climate with pleasant room acoustics.

The Rhinelander stands for simple product design. Individuality and utility are in absolute harmony in his developments.

The LittleQ side table sets a beautiful visual highlight with its trapezoidal body. LittleQ fits into almost every area of use. The insensitive table tops, on which no fingerprints stick, round off the table.

Design by Patrick Rath
Sitting as a motif

On Clinc, one likes to forget about time and stay seated longer than planned. The straight-lined and modern design gently draws the eye. The seat, reinforced with wave springs, allows you to sit in a relaxed manner and offers a modern feel-good zone in the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

Stress buster par excellence

Robust elegance is what best describes the table range Ritz. The round table with a sturdy stainless steel frame won’t let itself be put down, even if its top in clear or satin-finish glass betrays its lighter side.
Elegant flexible

**Mantis**

The straight-lined Mantis upholstered furniture deserves its own adjective. The four widths of the Bauhaus-style seating furniture of the 1920s create an individual touch for any room planning. As an armchair or multi-seater, Mantis cuts a fine figure in the office, reception and lobby.

*Design by Ethem Yildiz*

**Ethen Yildiz**

Since 2010, Ethem Yildiz has been realizing his ideas in his own design studio near Stuttgart. His drive is the urge to develop further and the constant striving to adapt his environment to his own needs.

**Welcome to Bauhaus**

Sit down, relax, escape from the hustle and bustle of everyday life! A task for real comfort masters like the Mantis lounge furniture. As an adaptation artist, it transforms every area into inviting areas of relaxation. Mantis is lovingly handcrafted into an armchair or a cozy multi-seater. A huge choice of covers and colours rounds off the beautifully shaped lounge. One thing is certain: once you sit down, you will never want to get up again!

**Danty**

A table is for reading, discussing, playing - all this combines Danty with elegance and comfort. The anti-fingerprint solid core panel seems to float on the coffee table. A second Danty can easily be pushed over the other.
Calmness is the start

Stay cool!

You will be swayed! Thanks to its spacious seat and the stable rubber-cushioned rocking mechanism, Boog encourages you to sit dynamically to achieve a more relaxed sitting posture. Rotating around 360°, the stylish armchair allows you the freedom of movement you need to ease your working day.

Boog

Presenting classic elegance in the entrance area is Entree's speciality. Mounted as if free-floating, the glass tops of the made-to-measure coffee table rest firmly on the chromed or aluminium-coloured square tubular frame.

Entree

Design by my-n-my
Harmony in the colony

It’s plain to see that Wave is wonderfully curvaceous. With or without backrest the modules create good vibrations in any room. The seating system can be used and configured in many ways. The wide choice of fabrics and colours extends the design options still further. Electrification with 230 volt connections and USB ports is available on request.

Wave coffee table

No more space on the table? No problem! Connect the elements and provide fresh impetus in the room through Wave. You can create fast and easily a new picture of your room with colorful stresses with the aid of this variedly table solution.
Seating Meets...
...Visions

DayBed

The modern DayBed reinterprets design classics such as chaise longue and récamiere. It creates majestic retreat options within the office furnishings and makes every power nap a crowning duty with its classically elegant design. Clear quilting, cloudy soft upholstery and plenty of space to stretch out – DayBed takes you out of your everyday life and whisks you away to the place of your dreams. Let yourself fall and enjoy the moment.

Tiny2

Clear the stage for a creative exchange of ideas in a modern atmosphere. Elegant in black or white and two heights, the Tiny2 coffee table skilfully enhances any lounge or reception area.

Circ

All around cool - simply Circ! Casual and stylish Circ makes hearts leap for joy. The designer armchair with a tapered 4-foot-frame and sophisticated processing combines futuristic seating pleasure with a true design experience.

Enjoy the moment, relax and recharge your batteries. Sitting, chilling, waiting or lying down - in our lounge furniture you can do simply everything. Just try it out. With the large variety of fabrics and colours, you can always set matching colour accents according to your corporate identity requirements.

Design by my-n-my
End of the seating order